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ANALYSIS
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CONCLUSION

Classification of histotripsy liquefaction 
in vitro with passive cavitation imaging

• The tension of histotripsy pulses activates
bubble nuclei intrinsic to the target tissue1, 2
– Bubble oscillations impart lethal strain to the
surrounding cells3 (Fig. 1)

• Image guidance necessary to quantify when
bubble mechanical activity ablates focal
region
– Bubble oscillations can be quantified via
acoustic emissions

• The objective of this study was to correlate
the acoustic power of bubble emissions with
histotripsy liquefaction spatially

Fig. 2: (Left) Side view of set up for monitoring histotripsy liquefaction of phantom (Right) Timing diagram for
imaging assessment of bubble activity

• Histotripsy pulses were applied to a prostate mimicking phantom
with a 1-MHz source (Fig. 2)4
– Pulse duration: 5 – 20 cycles
– Peak negative pressure: 12 – 23 MPa
– Total exposure: 2000 pulses

• Acoustic emissions were passively acquired with a research
ultrasound system
– Passive cavitation images were formed via frequency-based delay, sum, and

integrate algorithm5

• Bubble grayscale was assessed with plane wave B-mode images

METHODS

INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. (Top panel) Example histotripsy waveform. The tension of the pulse
actives nanoscale bubble nuclei within the tissue. (Bottom panel) Upon
activation, the bubble diameter grows by a factor of 103 - 104, lysing
nearby cells via mechanical strain.
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Fig. 3: (Top) Passive cavitation image (PCI) co-registered with gross observation of phantom. The liquefaction
zone is outlined in blue. The histotripsy pulse (10-µs pulse duration, 18-MPa peak negative pressure) propagated
from left to right in the image. (Bottom) Comparison of PCI and plane wave B-mode image pixel values along the
acoustic axis of the liquefaction zone. Phantom values of 1 indicate liquefaction, and 0 indicates intact structure.

• Passive cavitation images and
plane wave B-mode images were
co-registered with gross
observation of phantom (Fig. 3)

• Acoustic power and grayscale
compared to regions of liquefaction
and intact phantom along the
acoustic axis of the histotripsy
source
– The threshold pixel value for
liquefaction determined with
receiver operator characteristic
(ROC) analysis
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Cavitation Monitoring
• Phantom liquefaction observed for all insonation conditions (Fig. 4, left)

• Dense cloud of bubbles generated in liquefaction zone as indicated by
hyperechogenicity and acoustic emissions (Fig. 4, center and right)

Fig. 4: (Left) Gross observation of histotripsy-induced phantom liquefaction (Center) Co-registration of plane wave
B-mode image (grayscale color map) with phantom. The dynamic range of grayscale values has been windowed
to highlight the bubble cloud. (Right) Co-registration of passive cavitation image (hot color map) with phantom.
The liquefaction boundary is outlined in blue for center and right panels, and the histotripsy pulse (20-µs pulse
duration, 23-MPa peak negative pressure) propagated from left to right in the image.

Fig. 5: Receiver operator characteristic curves
assessing acoustic power (passive cavitation imaging)
and grayscale (plane wave B-mode imaging) for
prediction of histotripsy-induced phantom liquefaction.

RESULTS

• Area under the ROC curve
greater than 0.5 for grayscale and
acoustic power threshold
prediction of histotripsy
liquefaction (Fig. 5)
– Plane wave B-mode imaging or
passive cavitation imaging can
be used to predict liquefaction

• Passive cavitation ROC area
greater than plane wave B-mode
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• Phantom liquefaction was more strongly associated with bubble cloud
emissions than echogenicity

• A threshold amount of mechanical activity was associated with phantom
disruption
– Observations from this in vitro study in a uniform medium require confirmation in

heterogenous tissue in vivo

• At the threshold acoustic power and grayscale, the accuracy and sensitivity
of liquefaction prediction for passive cavitation imaging were greater than
that for plane wave B-mode imaging (Fig. 6)

• The specificity to phantom liquefaction was similar for both imaging
modalities

Fig. 6: The area under the ROC curves using acoustic power (passive cavitation imaging) or grayscale (plane
wave B-mode imaging) to predict phantom liquefaction. The accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of liquefaction
prediction are also noted for each modality. For a given parameter, an asterisks denotes a significant increase (p
< 0.05) for passive cavitation imaging in comparison to plane wave B-mode imaging.
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